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Tour Code : 160813
Tour Name : KNI Dynamic Japan Special Tour
KNI Japan Dynamic Special Tour
Tour Highlights

Accommodation

Osaka

Kyoto

Osaka: Dai-ichi Hotel or similar class x 1Night

Osaka Castle

Kiyomizu Temple

Nagoya: Westin Castle Hotel or similar class x 1Night

Shinsaibashi

Kimono Show

Kawaguchi: Hotel Tominoko Hot Spring or similar class x 1Night

Doudonbori

Nara

Tokyo: Sun Shine City Prince or similar class x 1Night

Umeda Sky Building

Deer Park

Kobe

Todaiji Temple

Chinatown

Mt.Fuji

Harbourland

Mt Fuji (5th station)

Nada Sake Brewery Museum

Gotenba Premium Outlet

Tokyo

Hananomiyako Flower Park

Asakusa Kannon Temple

Oshino Hakkai 8 ponds

Nakamise Arcade
Shinjuku (night tour)
Odaiba park
Tokyo Disneyland

Itinerary

Day

Kansai – Universal Studios Japan – Osaka Castle – Shinsaibashi & Doudonbori
Upon arrival you will meet with our representative

(Dinner)

Osaka Castle - The construction of Osaka Castle started in 1583 on the former site of the Ishiyama Honganji Temple, which had been
destroyed by Oda Nobunaga thirteen years earlier. Toyotomi Hideyoshi intended the castle to become the center of a new, unified Japan
under Toyotomi rule. It was the largest castle at the time.
Umeda Sky Building-The Umeda Sky Building is a spectacular high rise building in the Kita district of Osaka, near Osaka and Umeda
Stations.It is also known as the "New Umeda City".
Shinsaibashi Shopping area- In between Umeda and Namba is the covered shopping arcade Shinsaibashi Suji, one of Osaka's oldest and
busiest shopping destinations which RUNS about 600 meters in length. Shinsaibashi Suji's collection of brand name shops, chain stores,
independent boutiques and variety of restaurants makes it popular with nearly every kind of shopper. At Dotombori, Shinsaibashi Suji
becomes Ebisubashi Suji, though the same shopping atmosphere remains.

Day 01

Doudonbori - One of Osaka's most popular tourist destinations, this street runs parallel to the Dotonbori canal. It is a popular SHOPPING
and entertainment district and is also known as a food destination. At night it is lit by hundreds of neon lights and mechanized signs,
including the famous Glico Running Man sign and Kani Doraku crab sign.
OR Kobe City Tour
Kobe-Kobe is the capital of Hyogo Prefecture and one of Japan's ten largest cities. Located between the sea and the Rokko mountain range,
Kobe is also considered one of Japan's most attractive cities.
Kobe has been an important port city for many centuries. Its port was among the first to be OPENED to foreign trade in the 19th century
alongside the ports of Yokohama, Nagasaki, Hakodate and Niigata.
Chinatown (Kobe)-Nankinmachi is a compact chinatown in central Kobe and a center of the Chinese community in the Kansai Region. The
area was developed by Chinese merchants who settled near Kobe Port after the port was OPENED to foreign trade in 1868. As the
chinatown developed, it became known as Nankinmachi after Nanjing, the former Chinese capital.
Harbourland - Kobe Harborland is a SHOPPING and entertainment district between JR Kobe Station and the waterfront of Kobe's port
area. The district offers a large selection of shops, restaurants, cafes and other amusements, which, together with the romantic evening
atmosphere, have made it a popular spot for couples and tourists alike. The most prominent SHOPPINGcomplex in Kobe Harborland is
Umie which consists of three parts: Mosaic, South Mall and North Mall.
Nada Sake Brewery Museum- Kobe's Nada district is Japan's top sake (rice wine) producing region. It has long been famous for its sake
due to the AVAILABILITY of high quality rice, suitable water and favorable weather conditions in the area. Its proximity to Kobe Port and
Osaka has also facilitated physical distribution since olden times.

Osaka – Nara Deer Park – Todaiji Temple – Kyoto – Kiyomizu Temple – Nagoya – Kimono Show

(Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)

Deer Park (Nara) -Nara Park is a large park in central Nara. Established in 1880, it is the location of many of Nara's main attractions
including Todaiji, Kasuga Taisha, Kofukuji and the Nara National Museum.

Day 02

Todaiji Temple -Todaiji is one of Japan's most famous and historically significant temples and a landmark of Nara. The temple was
constructed in 752 as the head temple of all provincial Buddhist temples of Japan and grew so powerful that the capital was moved from
Nara to Nagaoka in 784 in ORDER to lower the temple's influence on government affairs.
Kiyomizu Temple -Kiyomizudera (Pure Water Temple) is one of the most celebrated temples of Japan. It was founded in 780 on the site of
the Otowa
Waterfall in the wooded hills east of Kyoto, and derives its name from the fall's pure waters. The temple was originally associated
with the Hosso sect, one of the oldest schools within Japanese Buddhism, but formed its own Kita Hosso sect in 1965. In 1994, the
temple was added to the list of UNESCO world heritage sites.
Kimono Show(Kyoto) -The Nishijin district in Kyoto, famous for traditional weaving, continues to stage kimono fashion shows in an effort
to attract foreign tourists and rejuvenate the industry.
Since 1956, the Nishijin Textile Center in the ancient capital’s Kamigyo Ward has organized some 140,000 shows, attracting an estimated
14 million spectators.
Nagoya – Mt Fuji – Gotenba Premium Outlet – Lake - Kawaguchi

Day 03

(Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)

Mount Fuji -Mount Fuji is with 3776 meters Japan's highest mountain. It is not surprising that the nearly perfectly shaped volcano has
been worshiped as a sacred mountain and experienced big popularity among artists and common people throughout the centuries.
Mount Fuji is an ACTIVE volcano, which most recently erupted in 1708. It stands on the border between Yamanashi and Shizuoka
Prefectures and can be seen from Tokyo and Yokohama on clear days.
Gotenba Premium Outlet - The Gotemba Premium Outlets are Japan's most popular outlet mall, located in Gotemba City at the base of
Mount Fuji, not far from Hakone. The mall features over 200 STORES along with a number of restaurants, a food court and a 50 meter
high ferris wheel.
Kawaguchi – Hananomiyako Flower Field – Oshino Hakkao 8 Ponds – Tokyo – Asakusa Temple – Nakamise Street –
Tokyo Sky Tree - Shinjuku
(Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
Hananomiyako Flower Park- Yamanakako Hanano Miyako Koen, located at the area of Lake Yamanakako, the nearest lake to Mt. Fuji, is
a flower park in the highland 1,000m above sea level where you can enjoy various kinds of flowers from spring to autumn. “Seiryu-no-sato
HOMEof spring water)” in the park has the Myojin waterfall, a GREENHOUSE dome, and an exhibition site of lava of Mt. Fuji.
Oshino Hakkai 8 ponds - Oshino Hakkai is a touristy set of eight ponds in Oshino, a small village in the Fuji Five Lake region, located
between Lake Kawaguchiko and Lake Yamanakako on the site of a former sixth lake that dried out several hundred years ago. The eight
ponds are fed by snow melt from the slopes of nearby Mount Fuji that filters down the mountain through porous layers of lava for over 80
years, resulting in very clear spring water that is revered by the locals.
Asakusa Kannon Temple - Sensōji, also known as Asakusa Kannon Temple) is a Buddhist temple located in Asakusa. It is one of Tokyo's
most colorful and popular temples.
The legend says that in the year 628, two brothers fished a statue of Kannon, the goddess of mercy, out of the Sumida River, and even
though they put the statue back into the river, it always returned to them. Consequently, Sensoji was built nearby for the goddess of
Kannon. The temple was completed in 645, making it Tokyo's oldest temple.

Day 04

Nakamise Arcade Asakusa is the center of Tokyo's shitamachi (literally "low city"), one of Tokyo's districts, where an atmosphere of the Tokyo of past decades
survives.
Asakusa's main attraction is Sensoji, a very popular Buddhist temple, built in the 7th century. The temple is approached via the Nakamise,
a SHOPPING street that has been providing temple visitors with a variety of traditional, local snacks and tourist souvenirs for centuries.
Tokyo Skytree- The Tokyo Skyt -ree is a new television broadcasting tower and landmark of Tokyo. It is the centerpiece of the Tokyo
Skytree Town in the Sumida City Ward, not far away from Asakusa. With a height of 634 meters (634 can be read as "Musashi", a historic
name of the Tokyo Region), it is the tallest building in Japan and the second tallest structure in the world at the time of its completion. A
large shopping complex with aquarium is located at its base.
The highlight of the Tokyo Skytree is its two observation decks which offer spectacular views out over Tokyo. The two enclosed decks are
located at heights of 350 and 450 meters respectively, making them the highest observation decks in Japan and some of the highest in the
world.
Shinjuku- Shinjuku is one of the 23 city wards of Tokyo, but the name commonly refers to just the large entertainment, business and
shopping
area around Shinjuku Station.
Shinjuku Station is the world's busiest railway station, handling more than two million passengers every day. It is served by about a
dozen railway and subway lines, including the JR Yamanote Line. Shinjuku is also one of Tokyo's major stops for long-distance highway
Free for shopping/leisure till departure

Day5

Departure transfer to Airport with our representative
Sayonara !!! End of our services

(Breakfast)

